In this paper, based on -level converges some important results on fuzzy series of generalized rectangular valued bounded closed complex complement normalized fuzzy numbers are proved.
Introduction, Definitions and Notations
It is known that the concept of fuzzy complex analysis was first considered by Buckley and Qu [1] which is used the definition of the derivative of a fuzzy function, which maps the open interval into the fuzzy subset of the real in [5] , to generalize a fuzzy function maps into the set of fuzzy subsets of the complex case . Buckley in [2] defined a metric on the set of complex fuzzy numbers to provide the necessary background and allowed us to discuss continuities, convergences, and differentiation of complex fuzzy function [3, 8, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] 24] . In view of [2] , Guangquan [7] discussed the limit theory of the sequence of fuzzy complex numbers in detail, giving some results about limit theory, which are the counterparts of well-known results valid for real numbers in classical mathematics analysis. Buckley's work consummate continued research and scholars did many works about the set of complex fuzzy sets that extensively studied fuzzy analysis such as [6, 9, 11, 19, 23] .
Zadeh [20] defined fuzzy set ̃ on the universal set , which is a mapping ̃ . He defined the strong cut ̃ , the weak cut, ̃ , the height, ̃ , and the core, core( ̃) of the fuzzy set ̃, respectively, as the non-fuzzy set of all elements of the universal set that belongs to the fuzzy set ̃ at least to the degree ; the ordinary set that contains all elements of the universal set whose membership grades in the given set are greater than but do not include the specified value of ; the largest value of for which the -cut is not empty; the non-fuzzy set of all points in the universal set at which ̃ is essentially attained. Frequently, we will write ( ̃) instead of ̃ and shall use the fuzzy power set on by . Let ̃ . If is any nonnegative real
Let ̃ , ( is a nonempty index set). Then the standard fuzzy union of ̃ , ⋃ ̃ , is defined by ( ̃ ) ̃ , the standard fuzzy
, and the complement of ̃ , ̃ , is defined by ( ̃ ) ( ̃ ), for all .
Extension principle for fuzzy sets was first presented by Zadeh [21, 22] , which provides a method for extending classical mathematical concepts to fuzzy quantities. Let be given by and ̃ for . Here the fuzzy set ̃ ̃ ̃ ̃ is defined by
A fuzzy number was first introduced by Chang and Zadeh [4] characterized by a grade of membership ̃ satisfies:
2. There are such that ;
3.
̃ is increasing on the interval ;
4.
̃ is decreasing on the closed interval ;
5. ̃ outside some interval ;
6. ̃ for the interval .
We will use to denote the set of all fuzzy numbers on .
Qiu et al. [12] redefine a fuzzy complex number ̃ by its membership function ( ̃) which satisfies:
, is open, bounded, and connected; 3. { ( ̃) is non-empty, compact, and arcwise connected. We use for the power set of fuzzy complex numbers. Qiu et al. [12] generalized a complex fuzzy number ̃ if and only if:
̃ , , is compact and arcwise connected; 3.
̃ is non-empty.
Let ̃ ̃ . If we denote the extended operation by , then by the extension principle, one obtains
For complement normalized fuzzy numbers (CNFNs) [10] ̃ and ̃ with membership functions ̃ and ̃ , respectively, we call ̃ ̃ ̃ a bounded closed complex complement normalized fuzzy number (BCCCNFN) with membership function ( ̃ ) ̃ ̃ , where . We denote the class of all the BCCCNFNs by ̃ and use ̃ for the fuzzy power set of CNFNs.
-is a generalized rectangular valued bounded closed complex complement normalized fuzzy number 
where
Fuzzy Convergence of GRVBCCCNFNs
Throughout this section, some important results on series of GRVBCCCNFNs based on ̃-converge and -level converges are examined and proved.
, if for any ̅ ̅ , there exists a positive integer such 
Proof: We only prove (1) . By hypothesis, we have 
Theorem 2.14. Proof: Obvious.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced ̃-converge, -level converge, and fuzzy complex sequences and series for new type of fuzzy quantities. We found relationship between ̃-converge and -level converge under some conditions and give connections between GRVBCCCNFNs and CNFNs in terms of -level converges. Furthermore, we have checked the basic fuzzy arithmetic operations among GRVBCCCNFNs valued convergences and series. We presented relations of GRVBCCCNFNS with the real and imaginary parts in terms of the fuzzy number series and demonstrated some results between GRVBCCCNFNS with the lower and upper -levels.
